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Unit 3: Process Paragraphs 11

Yx"*x vNs* t * *ffi ') Kxpx"*sw$wvxs

In process writing, transition words and expressions are needed

specifically to make the steps in the process clear. These transition
expressions help the ideas or steps in the process flow from one to the next
so that the reader can follow them logically and easily. Without the
appropriate transition expressions, theparagraph isjust a list ofsteps.

Un$t 3 Transitüe¡fi flxpressicn5¡ firsf, nexf, f$*rl, anc* finaffy

First

$Íuxn*€ii*rx: signals the first step

$"$ss: Firs¡ is an adverb and is usually followed by a subject and a
verb. However,Jirst can also come in the middle or at the end of the

sentence. In many cases, the imperative verb form (command form)
comes after the wordfirst to give directions.

lx,:m¡;le.' First, apply for the job.

Su*xt*tt¡*:l$$m Nst*: When first comes at the beginning of a

sentence, it is followed by a comma.

f.v:rrnpl':. First, Emilio applied for the job.

Whenfirst comes in the middle or at the end of a sentence, no comma
IS necessary

$x¡;,r¡;üiss: Emilio first applied for the job

applied for the job first

\.\

Emilio

(continued)
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(continued)

S:;¡¡:i¡lr: Find the sentence in Source I that contains the wordJirst.
Write it here.

ffiFirstly,secondly,andthirdlyarecommonlyusedinBritish
English but not in Standard American English.

Next

S*net$esvx: signals the step after the previous step or action

&is*: N¿xl is an adverb. It can come at the beginning or at the end of
a sentence. Just as you can withfirst, you can follow next with
a subject and a verb or use the imperative form.

fx*:r¡rfc: Next, schedule an interview.

ñ*xm*ttxmt{#r* N*t*: When next comes at the beginning of a

sentence, it is followed by a comma.

lx;r¡n$l*. Next, Emilio scheduled an interview.

When next comes at the end of a sentence, no comma is necessary.

$x,*npJe ' Emilio went for an interview next.

S¡';;i:li¡"r:: Find the sentence in Source I that contains the wotd next.
Write it here.

Then

9"q.&$**$*rx: signals the step after the previous step or action

Lis*: 7"/zen is an adverb. The most common position for then is at the
beginning of a sentence, followed by the subject and verb.

$x;lr,rplc." Then Emilio waited for an offer.

A more formal position of then is directly after the subject and before
the verb.

S,v.r,r:pls.' Emilio then waited for an offer.

$p*sm*tu¡*t|*xm $\js{*: No comma is necessary with then.

Fr*rf¡**1. Find the sentence in Source 1 that contains the word then.
Write it here.

Find the sentence in Source 2 that contains the word then.Wnte it here.
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(continued)

Finally

Fxxmc{$sssx: signals the last step in the process or action

il3s*: Flnal/y is an adverb. It is used at the beginning of a sentence to
signal the last, or final, step ofa process.

i:.v*n:¡:l:. Finally, send the company a thank-you note for the
interview.

Finally can appear in the middle and at the end of the sentence. In
these cases, it means "at last" and does not signal the last step in a process.

fx::rn¡:l*.' Emilio finally made an appointment for an
interview.

Pt¡¡lx*tm**lis$\ Nst*: Whenfinally comes at the beginning of a

sentence, it is followed by a comma.

ñr*r;lítc: Find the sentence in Source 1 that contains the wordfinally.
Write it here.

Do not confuse the transition words finally and in conclusion.
The adverb finally is not used to signal the end of the paragraph. lt is used to
signal the final step (reason, example) in a sequence.

,fxl,,r:¡Jl: Frrst, weigh the patient on the scale. /Vexf, take the
patient's temperature. Then take his or her blood
pressure. Finally (NOT /n conclus¡on), tell the patient
to wait for the doctor.

Wonxrnc wrrH TnaxsruoN ExpRESSToNS

Read the paragraph. Fill in each blankwith first, next, then, or finally. Some
transitions may fit into more than one blank. Add correct punctuation
where necessary.

It is easy to make a telephone call if you follow these simple

directions. To make the call, you must know

the telephone number you are dialing.

the phone and listen for the dial tone.

pick up

you can

start dialing the telephone number. If the person answers the phone, begin

speaking. If an answering machine clicks on, wait for the beep and record

your message.

have finished your call.

hang up the phone when you


